Just ten days before reaching his 73th birthday our teacher, Vladimir Igorevich Arnold, or VIA, as we used to abbreviate his name between ourselves in correspondence, died in Paris from foudroyant peritonitis. The shock and feeling of evisceration was so strong that for several days those of us who were scattered around the globe bombarded by phone calls and emails those who happened to be in Paris or in Moscow. What? How could that happen? In a rather good physical shape? Seemingly having fully recovered from the terrible bike accident that left him incapacitated for so long. . . The consciousness rejected the impossible. Yet in few hours the news became a sad reality: VIA was no more indeed.
I felt a personal loss, though I could not pretend to be one of his intimate friends and even was not his student in any sense of the word. I felt a spiritual loss: never again I would be able to learn from him anything beautiful and inspiring, curious or instructive, funny or mysterious. I felt a professional loss: the central pillar, around which so many events occurred and so many old friends and colleagues orbited, had fallen. The mathematical world as I knew would never be the same without VIA, without his encyclopedic knowledge and immense intuition, without his special charm.
The following is an edited version of the text which I wrote ten days later, on the birthday of Vladimir Igorevich.
Today, June 12, 2010, Vladimir Igorevich Arnold should have turned 73. Today, as many times on this day in the past years, I should have been writing a short informal "Happy Birthday" email that never was acknowledged -VIA was not known for wasting time on polite conversations, yet I knew he would have read it. If I were in Paris, I would call and drop by, as all of his students would do. Instead, today we are waiting for our Teacher to be laid to rest: the funeral in Moscow is scheduled for June 15.
The mere thought of Arnold being ill contradicts his personality as we remember him. All his life VIA projected strength, confidence, perfection, beauty, elegance. Physical, spiritual, mathematical, human. He was all motion, all burst. I remember him teaching the second-year class on Ordinary Differential Equations in the huge hall 16-24 in the Moscow University main tower building, in 1977/8 academic year: VIA was then at the "Fields age", considered the prime age for mathematicians. At the beginning of each class he rushed in, with his trademark briefcase with the last soundbite of the bell, starting the first phrase of the lecture while still 3-4 meters from the blackboard. In a fraction of second his briefcase was thrown on the table, a piece of chalk appeared in his hand, and when the first phrase was completed, we already saw a carefully drawn picture on the blackboard and a few formulas written in his calligraphic handwriting near it. His lectures were practically impossible to write down, as impossible it is to record by a cell-phone a superb performance of your favorite music. Besides, it was very difficult to record the insight: as Arnold speaks, draws, writes, you suddenly see how different things are getting connected and the whole picture transpires through the initial fog. Fortunately, at that time his famous textbooks were already published; in these books he succeeded in doing the impossible and putting these revelations on paper.
In fact, it was probably my first hands-on experience with a working mathematician of such caliber, which forever left an imprint on my world view. Later encounters with VIA's peers (there was a unique constellation of great minds at this point in the space-time) fascinated me but VIA always remained singular, even against such background. One should note, however, that his style of presentation of undergraduate subject traditionally considered as technical and boring, peppered with huge formulas and heavy computations, was not equally good for everybody. The feeling of crystal clarity that one got from VIA's exposition, was no substitute to the ability of restoring all missing "technical" details, and simplicity might well turn misleading. Many years later VIA mocked the "Bourbakist" way of spelling out mathematical statements in his famous quip, saying that the fact stated by Poincaré in the simple sentence "Pierre had washed his hands" in the formal Bourbakist rendering would sound like a description of the transition of Pierre from the set of dirty-handed to that of clean-handed at some moment in the past 1 . Poignant and subtle, this quip does not obliterate the need for students being able to translate "humanly understandable" phrase into precise statements equipped with all proper quantifiers, something that not all were up to. Nevertheless this could be considered as a part of VIA's teaching legacy: first the main and difficult things should be explained in simple terms, and only later the necessary technical details and subtleties should be addressed. Unfortunately, this approach goes against the mainstream of the current tradition of writing mathematical texts, where lemmas and preparatory technical stuff precedes the instances where they are required, and so lack motivation. VIA himself compared this "formal" style to cryptic biblical parables, which had to be expounded to disciples in seclusive meetings. Arnold's books are a unique example of mathematical literature where this traditional order is reversed. While keeping the trademark free style of presentation of the main issues, always accompanied by numerous drawings, he resorted to the fine print and "exercises for the reader" to deal with technical details. At one such instance he coined the phrase "It is easier to prove this statement single-handedly than read a written proof" which indicates the level of detail, below which no lecturer should descend.
Later I started attending the famous Arnold's Seminar (with a capital "S"). It will certainly be described by many people who were both closer to VIA and have sharper pens, yet this phenomenon was so unique that Russian (1986) edition of the survey paper Catastrophe theory (Russian), in: Current problems in mathematics. Fundamental directions, Vol. 5, 219-277, Итоги науки и техники. Современные проблемы математики. Фундаментальные направления, ВИНИТИ, 1986. In a footnote on p. 233 VIA writes:
К сожалению, бесхитростные тексты Пуанкаре трудны для математиков, воспитанных на теории множеств. Пуанкаре сказал бы Петя вымыл руки там, где современный математик напишет просто: Существует t1 < 0 такое, что образ точки t1 при естественном отображении t →Петя(t) принадлежит множеству грязноруких, и такое t2 ∈ (t1, 0], что Петя(t2) принадлежит дополнению вышеупомянутого множества .
Unfortunately, unsophisticated texts of Poincaré are thorny for mathematicians raised upon set theory. Poincaré would have said "Pierre has washed his hands" where a contemporary mathematician would simply write instead "There exists t1 < 0 such that the image of t1 by the natural map t → Pierre(t) belongs to the set of dirty-handed, and t2 ∈ (t1, 0] such that Pierre(t2) belongs to the complement of the above set.
The Russian language has only one simple past tense and possessive pronouns are often omitted, thus the Russian phrase is more concise than its accurate English translation, making the contrast even sharper. But ironically exactly because of these grammar features the ridiculous "mathematical rendition" in fact adds to the initial Russian phrase the precision it missed.
no detail should fall into oblivion. The Seminar was scheduled so that people could attend it after the standard office hours, as many (probably, the majority) of the participants were not officially affiliated with Moscow University. Arnold rushed in the room and took his permanent seat in the middle of the front row next to the blackboard. The seminar did not begin until VIA got from his briefcase a bunch of recent preprints and reprints and handed them out to the elder participants of the Seminar: "Vitya (to Vassiliev)! The author claims that he proved so-and-so, but I could not find any appearance of the contact structure in his computations. This simply cannot happen, we both know that it should be somewhere there!" (And in a couple of weeks Vitya would indeed return the manuscript to VIA with margins peppered by remarks explaining where the "missing" structure was concealed and showing how its explicit use may simplify the proof. . . ). This "home assignment" could take quite a bit of time, yet at some moment Arnold opened his "school-like" copybook, entered the speaker's name and the title of the talk, and the Seminar began.
The choice of speakers and the titles, apparently, reflected the current interests of VIA himself; for me (at that time a 4th year undergraduate student) neither was telling, yet this was largely irrelevant since each Seminar was a one-man performance. A typical scenario was as follows. For the first 15-20 minutes the speaker talked "practically uninterrupted", -that's to say, no more than once in 1-2 minutes, when VIA asked questions seemingly technical or even bordering on chicanery. Gradually the exposition turned into an agitated conversation between the speaker and Arnold; this ping-pong could last for long enough for the rest of the audience to get completely lost. Then a culmination occurred: VIA jumped from his place to the blackboard and shouted "No, this is impossible to understand your way. The right picture should be as follows. . . " And then he explained in 5 minutes both the origin of the initial problem addressed by the speaker, its links and connections to other problems (and at this moment it became clear why Arnold invited this speaker to talk on this subject), and what the main result is proving (or disproving, or corroborating). In a few moments Arnold would explain how he would try to prove this result, and often the speaker, changing colors from red to white, would nod in acquiescence. . . At such moments Arnold was literally shining from pleasure and suddenly would chuckle with his inimitable laughter, as a child who "just did it!". This might well look like a derision of the speaker, yet it was not. The "retribution" could come instantly, when Arnold would start fantasizing about possible ramifications, generalizations and further developments that may come out of the result just learned. The speaker, regaining his balance by that time, could cut short these fantasies: "This corollary is indeed true, but the proof is by no means that simple as you think, VIA, for such and such reasons. And the generalization you suggest is simply wrong: just two weeks ago I constructed a counterexample" (of which the speaker did not plan to talk at all). At such moments VIA's excitement rose to a maximum: he jumped again and started explaining why he was wrong and what underwater rocks and unexpected phenomena manifest themselves in "so innocent a problem". It was these moments which justified attending the Seminar for two hard hours (sometimes longer). Even the youngest participants (like me) left the room exhausted yet with some clear mathematical message to take home.
This childish chuckle, instantly transforming the face of Arnold, in my eyes, reflected some part of his mathematical personality. He was very much like a prodigy child in the Aladdin's treasure vault: enjoying mathematical reality in all its brilliance. Mathematical anecdotes mention great mathematicians whom examples only distracted from developing general theories. Arnold was the opposite: examples were alpha and omega of his approach. Of course, it was impossible to look inside this beautiful mind, yet I have a feeling that he knew mathematical objects (small dimensional varieties, Lie groups, fundamental dynamical systems, . . . ) the way a zoologist knows and loves his bees, beasts, birds etc. This was based on his tremendous erudition and, in turn, allowed him to see connections between seemingly very distant things. Probably, about any natural number less than one hundred, he remembered all mathematical results and constructions in which this number occurs.
One of the strongest impressions from the Seminar was the feeling of unity of Mathematics, literally radiated by VIA and the more senior participants. True, the similar feeling was also present on other seminars which I occasionally attended, but there it often was in the form of expanding horizons and relations with the branches not yet familiar to undergraduates. In Arnold's world, geometry of planar quadrics was connected with diophantine equations, Jordan form of matrices with the operator of derivative, functions of complex variable with probability. I remember that at a certain moment the difference between topological connectedness and arc connectedness appeared in the discussion of holomorphic dynamics: until then I was absolutely certain that examples illustrating the difference between these notions were specifically designed for exams in Calculus.
Discussing mathematics with Arnold was a unique experience. VIA was astoundingly sharp and quick-minded. I remember discussing with him a question indirectly related to one of his "Problems for the Seminar", on which I worked for quite some time. The problem was difficult (its complete solution took a further 25 years), and I tried to explain to VIA some partial results I had. The feeling was as if I was talking to a person who knows the answers to all questions; he seemed to be able to continue my story from any point, and in exactly the same way I did. It was even embarrassing: all my efforts, weeks of banging a head against the wall could be so easily spared, if only VIA would himself decide to attack the problem! Only much later did I realize that Arnold instantly identified the key ideas from the very first phrases and then, with all his huge experience and intuition, he could indeed easily jump from hilltop to hilltop where I had to walk a difficult terrain in a fog.
The impact of VIA on the generation of Moscow mathematicians, who are now approximately between 65 and 40, is enormous. His direct students exhibit a quasi-religious feelings towards him: no adjective (alone or in a combination) suffices to convey the impression he left. Lightning-fast thinking, sharp reaction, incredible intuition, . . . -all attributes of a superhuman; he himself contributed to this image, stressing his physical skills like swimming, hiking, skiing, which also were well beyond "ordinary" capacity. Yet the child inside him was pretty much human: like many children, he loved to tease people, and many who didn't know him closely were understandably offended. For his students he often did (without saying) things that prove a deep personal involvement he felt towards them.
But even for those who "simply" happened to witness Arnold the Mathematician in action and enjoy the beauty and elegance of his view of the subject, the impact was catastrophic in the bifurcational sense of the word. At the time when I decided about the field of mathematical specialization, because of the unique atmosphere of the Moscow University those days, the choice was tantalizing. Algebra and algebraic geometry with Yurii Ivanovich Manin, Geometry or mathematical physics with Sergei Petrovich Novikov, Probability and Dynamical systems with Yakov Grigorievich Sinai, Complex analysis with Anatoly Georgievich Vitushkin, Representations theory with Alexander Alexandrovich Kirillov-Sr., all in their prime, all bursting with energy, all doing beautiful mathematics. . . And of course, there was the proverbial figure of Israel Moiseevich Gelfand! Instead I chose the subject which "before Arnold" many considered as boring, dull and non-inspirational; "A theorem on one property of one solution of one differential equation", quoting another VIA's quip on "bad" Differential Equations. Since then I had not a single regret for falling in love with so wonderful part of Mathematics: its centrality and most diverse connections with almost all other areas is what I learned to enjoy, featur-ing a clear imprint of VIA's taste. My professional career was practically predetermined by the fact that it began in the epoch of Vladimir Igorevich Arnold illuminating my entrance to the universe of Mathematics.
The above memories (ranging from 1976 to the late eighties) describe what I would consider the absolute zenith of Arnold as a mathematician, leader of a school and supreme commander of elite troops ready to follow him in attack on any mathematical fortress, fearless and ambitious. The subsequent changes in the country and the world obviously changed also many things in VIA's life. As I already mentioned before, I did not belong to his most narrow circle of disciples and coworkers, myself having left Moscow in 1991, so necessarily the memories become stroboscopic and much more relying on hearsay rather than on the first-hand experience.
VIA resisted the temptation to leave the USSR/Russia despite a desperate economic situation which rendered academic salaries practically nil. For some time a partial solution for many was to look for visiting positions in the Western universities, work for several months a year abroad leaving families behind, and convert the accumulated salary into the source of modest subsistence, playing on the crazy exchange rates of the rouble at that time. However, such dynamic equilibrium was clearly unstable: some mathematicians from VIA's Seminar accepted permanent positions abroad, some gave up. Quite a few exceptional people managed to arrange "permanent part-time positions" allowing them to spend one of the two semesters abroad, another at home, in Moscow. Arnold resisted longer than many, but in 1993 he accepted such an offer from CEREMADE, a French CNRS unit at Université de Paris-Dauphine specializing on applied (sic!) mathematics. This has inevitably impacted the Moscow Seminar, although VIA himself made all efforts to ensure the continuity: e.g., he tried to re-create his Seminar in the spring semester to take place at exactly the same week day and time (Tuesdays, 16:20 till 18:00) in the Ecole Normale Superieure.
However, the environment did matter, and the Paris Seminar did not rise to the place its Moscow prototype occupied in the mathematical life. The composition was different, the Parisian mathematical community did not reveal such acute interest in what was going there, who knows what else went wrong. . . VIA, having a very dominant and assertive personality, felt the difference in the atmosphere and understandably grew more and more bitter about "the Western style" of doing mathematics. His criticism (very often more than well deserved) took forms which, apparently, many of his French colleagues had deemed offensive: for instance, he would never miss an opportunity to stress the fact that a certain problem, on which a respectable (and strong) French professor worked with only a partial success, was "completely solved" by some young Moscow prodigy undergraduate. Both completeness of solution and the role Arnold himself could play in reaching it was conveniently stretched to produce infuriating effects. Another sad (in my view) crusade VIA launched about that time was against what he called "Bourbakism" and "pure mathematics". While the opposition to the formal axiomatic exposition of mathematical results was always characteristic of Arnold's trademark style (as I already mentioned), he gradually went overboard with ridiculing what he considered formalism and unnecessary abstractions. The mere names of Bourbaki and Hardy became anathema for Arnold, and the logical construction of solid foundations for future building (the trademark Bourbaki style) became the subject of ridiculing more and more frequently. He went in his stirring up things as far as to claim on several occasions that "there is no Mathematics, only a branch of Physics". Clearly, he did not mean these things literally, being himself a most subtle mathematician, but the chorus of jingoists of all stripes cheered these provocative statements, much to the chagrin of the genuine mathematical community.
After the tragic biking accident, VIA slipped more in this direction. Citing several rather anecdotic cases, he extended his (again, often perfectly legitimate and profound) criticism of the French high school and undergraduate education system to a blanket condemnation of the whole enterprise. Very often this was juxtaposed in VIA's diatribes to the (idealized at times) Soviet system of education; these writings were cheered by many, beyond all proportion. Eventually this side of his multifaceted activity took a very prominent place in the public perception of VIA: "Russian most-cited mathematician castigates the formal Western education system which perpetrates shallowness, and praises the Russian way of getting to the heart of things!" VIA was made an icon of anti-Western rhetoric, completely ignoring the fact that he in fact was one of ecumenical figures in the modern science, universally recognized and respected by physicists, astronomers, topologists, algebraists, analysts of various traditions of all countries. . . It would be very sad if the monochromatic image of an iconoclast would be perpetuated, shading the uniqueness of VIA in his ability to get to the core of things in all their diversity. He himself could learn and teach this way, only a few could follow in his footsteps.
According to Arnold, the last words of Isaac Barrow, the adviser of Isaac Newton, were "Oh Lord! Soon I will know solutions to all differential equations". Today we know how naïve this wish was, yet more important things stay forever. Vladimir Igorevich, I wish you to know that the seeds you planted all your life will yield hundred-fold harvest. Any other outcome would be unfair, ugly and hence simply wrong, as the truth is always beautiful. . .
